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THE RISE OF TECHNOLOGY AND THE ‘DIGITAL NATIVES’
Are you using social media or digital
communications to attract new tenants?
We think that this generation of students,
known as ‘digital natives’ are increasingly
using technology like smart phones and social
media in all spheres of life, including renting
accommodation. For example, since Unipol
introduced the new website, we have seen
use of the ‘Book a Viewing’ function increase
massively since 2014, with some landlords
receiving hundreds of messages.
To make sure we keep in line with trends
in this area, Unipol is currently reviewing
its digital communications and we are
likely to increase activity in this area in the
2015 - 2016 academic year. We will keep
Code landlords informed, but we’d be really
interested to hear from any landlords who
have been using social media or other tech
tools for their business. Please get in touch
with Victoria Loverseed with any thoughts or
comments on v.loverseed@unipol.org.uk

advertise in the
summer tabloid
Is your property still available? If so, why
not consider advertising in the Summer
edition of the Unipol Tabloid.
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It is not too late to fin d
you r per fec t home

Our next edition of the Tabloid comes out in May
and will be distributed to all University Halls
of Residence, as well as various other cafes,
gyms and retail outlets around the City to target
the busy lettings period in May, June and July.
This edition will be available over the summer
until late September so you will be marketing
your property to postgraduates, returning and
international students.
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Get to know
the City Centre
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Take us
with you....
everywhere!
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Are you
registered to
vote?

For more information about advertising in
the Nottingham tabloid please contact
Hollie O’Connor on 0115 934 5025 or
H.Oconnor@unipol.org.uk

Unipol is our first choice when house hunting
Unipol Code
Protecting you from
the start to
the finish House
See
page 3

WWW.UNIPOL.ORG.UK

Introducing
our golden
owners

EMAIL: info@nottingham.unipol.org.uk

Hunting

Moving
Out

Living
in your
home

Signing a contract
Understanding the
small print

Want to make
some money?
We share our ideas

See
page 4
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Signing
Up

Moving
In

TEL: 0115 934 5020
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Is your
house secure?
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Lots
of new
properties
added

28 shakespeare street,nottingham,ng1 4fq

National Codes GO FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH

UNIPOL EXCEEDS 200,000 BED SPACES FOR THE FIRST TIME

national codes - a
local perspective
as of march there
were a total of

15,407 BED SPACES
covered by the two
CODES - ALL BUT
OF WHICH WERE

49

IN THE CODE FOR

NON- EDUCATIONAL

establishmentS

A total of 211,898 bed spaces are
currently accredited under the two Codes
- the first time that membership has
exceeded the 200,000 mark.
This number is likely to increase over the
next couple of months as developments
which have been the subject of changes of
operational management are re-verified;
presently a total of 9,895 bed spaces are
in the throes of a change of management,
so assuming they are all re-accredited
then the overall total will exceed 220,00
bed spaces (221,793).

A total of 133 providers are joined up
to the Codes. Between them these
providers have 1,549 accredited
developments, operating in 73 different
locations throughout the UK.

(THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE THE
ACCOMMMODATION OPERATED
BY ntU IN sOUTHWELL).

BUREAU NEWS
LOCAL STATS UPDATE

Students #lovethecode

SEARCHES have been conDUcted
BY OVER 36,000 visitors
(23,255 unique)

Staff have been out and about spreading
the word on the Code and were recently
invited to take part in a number of
events for the University of Nottingham
to help international and study abroad
students with their house hunting.

MORE THAN 59,000
STUDENTS HAVE VIEWED OVER

240,000

INDIVIDUAL ADVERTS
EMail requests
for viewings
have exceeded

2,000

landlord
dashboard update
We have been updating the landlord
advice section in the landlord
dashboard area and have added new
articles from the latest landlord market
briefing notes to articles on flexible
letting and updating your photographs.
Find this information in the link ‘Market
Information’ on your dashboard.

keeping up with the joneses

Make sure your photos
look professional and
are up-to-date

It’s good to include
extras in the rent

Tell students about the
services you offer

Landlord profiles; good quality
photographs; responsive action
and flexible offers
As accommodation providers you will know
that the student housing market is a fast
changing industry and keeping up with
changing legislation and student demands
and aspirations for their accommodation
can sometimes feel like an uphill battle.
Here at Unipol we recognise these
challenges and are continuously striving
to improve how we market properties
through the website. Over the last year
our own Unipol housing team have been
going out, setting rooms and working with
a professional photographer to improve our
bank of photographs; taking more time over

the property descriptions on our adverts
and trying to be more flexible in what we
can offer. Increasingly we are offering
more individual lets and more rent inclusive
deals. We are also well on the road to
having Wi-Fi in all our off-street properties
and including this in the headline rent.
Students moving from home to halls to a
house often expect to walk in to their new
home, open a laptop and go online. Wi-Fi is
no longer a desirable it is an essential for
students.
Some of these things may not be possible
for you to do immediately but making
your advert as attractive as possible by
attaching quality images and adding lots of
useful information about your property, its
location and local amenities is essential.

If you want to try offering bills inclusive
and not sure how to do this please talk
to the bureau, with changes to the advert
administration you can now offer an energy
supplement too.
So ensure your best chance of moving from
an advert view to a viewing by making your
property adverts standout from the crowd.
Landlord Profiles
Every advert includes a link through to your
landlord profile and our statistics show
that students are increasingly looking at
these. If you are advertising more than one
property your profile also provides a link
through to your other adverts; students are
more likely to look at these if your profile
information is complete.

STUDENTS TALK
Unipol carried out a small-sample survey
in March with 59 Nottingham students
on their experience of house hunting. The
results below are a sample of what we
found. This roughly splits across the two
universities.

80%

of those who had
used the website
found it easy to use

67%

of students started
house hunting IN
JANUARY AND FEBRUARY

35%
30%
93%

were still house
hunting or had not
started looking
hAD their contract
checked

73%

thought all-inclusive
rents were essential
or very important. Most estimated
this would add an additional cost
of between £10 and £16 pppw
ONLY

36%

thought they’d
received enough house
hunting information

60%

of those who had
secured accommodation
had paid a deposit

45%

of those house hunting
had been looking in
LEnton or dunkirk;

53%

had been looking in the
centre, arboretum or
the lace market.

ADVERT - LANDLORD EXPO TO HELP DRIVE UP
STANDARDS IN THE EAST MIDLANDS RENTAL SECTOR

There will be plenty of advice and
guidance available including how to
effectively manage rented properties
and most importantly, information on the
very latest local regulation impacting the
sector.
The Expo is being hosted by East
Midlands Property Owners (EMPO) a
professional not-for-profit residential
landlords association (www.empo.co.uk).
The seminar timetable topics will include
recent legal and legislative developments
in the private rented sector and the
expected impacts of the housing policies
being advocated by the political parties.

327 landlords and agents are
currently members of the Unipol
Code, which covers over 1,600
properties in Nottingham. The
Code continues to be one of
the most important factors for
students when choosing their
accommodation, and more
parents than ever are aware
of the importance of their son/
daughter’s accommodation being
covered by the Code.
Unipol Code landlords also get
passported across to Nottingham
City Council’s citywide
accreditation kite mark - the
Nottingham Standard.
The annual Unipol garden
survey will be taking place over
the summer - more details to
follow…

said they had seen some
really nice houses

Visitors to the free East Midlands
Landlord and Lettings Agent Expo 2015
at the East Midlands Conference Centre,
Nottingham NG7 2RJ on Friday 8th May
2015, will be able to benefit from the very
latest rental advice and support from the
region’s property professionals.

ACCREDITATION
AND NOTTINGHAM
STANDARDS UPDATE

Save the date -The next landlord
briefing will take place on Friday
10 July 2015 - venue TBC.

Giles Inman, spokesperson, EMPO,
comments: “The private rental sector
is the fastest growing area of the
market currently, with demand for rent
having doubled in the last decade. As
a consequence regulation has altered
rapidly too creating much confusion and
uncertainty in the sector.
“So our overall aim for the Expo is to
help property investors secure the very
best advice and money saving services
in this ever changing market. This means
ultimately that tenants will benefit from
decent and safe homes.”

IS YOUR LANDLORD
PROFILE UP TO DATE?
We have seen a record number
of students accessing landlord
profiles this year to arrange
viewings. So you really do need
to keep your Landlord Profile as
up-to-date as possible. If you need
any help with this please get in
touch with Hollie who will be
happy to help.
H.Oconnor@unipol.org.uk
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